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Is this answer helpful?

The question/answer method of teaching refers to the teacher
asking a question and the student giving an answer. A group of
related questions are asked to ascertain the student's
knowledge of a particular subject. The question/answer method
of teaching refers to the teacher asking a question and the
student giving an answer.

www.answers.com/Q/What_do_you_mean_by_Question_-_answer_method_in_teaching

What do you mean by Question - answer method in
teacâ€¦

Question-Answer Method of Teaching | Socratic Method
â€¦
www.studylecturenotes.com/curriculum-instructions/question-answer...
Question answer teaching strategy is an old strategy also known as â€œSocratic Method
of teachingâ€�. It was developed by the famous philosopher Socrates. According to
Parke, â€œthe question is the key to all educative activity above the habit-skill level.
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Parke, â€œthe question is the key to all educative activity above the habit-skill level.

7. Questions and Answers in Teaching | Bible.org
https://bible.org/seriespage/7-questions-and-answers-teaching
The question and answer method can meet both these requirements. Values of the
Question and Answer Approach. Although the use of questions does not automatically
produce effective teaching, adequate use of the question and answer method will greatly
facilitate communication.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of Question
...
www.preservearticles.com/2012032829135/what-are-the-advantages-and...
About this method a renowned author says, "If the teacher does not know the answer he
should admit it and either he ask the students to find it in the text-book or offer to find out
the answer himself. No teacher can answer all the question which can be asked in â€¦

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS IN THE CLASSROOM - â€¦
https://www.yaaka.cc/unit/questions-and-answers-in-the-classroom
Question and answer method is one of the most common methods used by secondary
school teachers. The pattern typically begins with the teacher asking a question and then
recognizing one student who answers.

MATERI QUESTION AND ANSWER METOD | â€¦
https://inyomanalitpurwita.wordpress.com/2012/06/17/materi...
QUESTION AND ANSWER METHOD. Definition: Question and answer method is
method in education to transfering messages by asking questions and students give an
answer or otherwise students are given the opportunity to ask and answer the question
â€¦

Teaching approaches: Questioning - OER in Education
oer.educ.cam.ac.uk/wiki/Teaching_Approaches/Questioning
Teaching approaches: Questioning. ... This ensures that pupils are led to answer
questions which demand increasingly ... You can explore the scientific method ...

Questions and Answers About Teaching English - Zigsite
www.zigsite.com/QuestionsAndAnswers.htm
Questions and Answers About Teaching English to Non-English Speakers. The
teaching methods that we specify in the video series Teaching English Pronuncation
and Direct Instruction Spoken English are based on facts of student performance.

Teacher Interview Questions, Answers, and Tips
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/teacher-interview-questions-and...
Teacher job interview questions, examples of the best answers, tips and advice for how
to respond, ... Tips for Answering Teaching Job Interview Questions.

Pedagogy Question and Answer | Teaching Method | â€¦
https://www.scribd.com/document/296737437/Pedagogy-Question-and-Answer
Pedagogy Question and Answer (MCQs) with answers. 1. The meaning of teaching
method is (substitution of the knowledge from outer world into child intellect)

Job Interview Answer: What Is Your Teaching Philosophy?
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/job-interview-answer-what-is...
How to develop your teaching philosophy and answer the question " ... Teaching styles
and methods often change over a personâ€™s career, so ...

Asking Questions to Improve Learning | The Teaching â€¦
https://teachingcenter.wustl.edu/resources/teaching-methods/...
Asking Questions to Improve Learning ... include notes of when you will pause to ask
and answer questions. ... Teaching Methods. Discussions.
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